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Attached''is a request.for a hearing of the Alabama Power Company
in response to an NRC issued " Order Imposing Civil Monetary

p Penalty"' dated March 28, 1989..
{

The hearing request is being referred to you for appropriate action''in
accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.772 (j) .
cc: OGC

EDO
Director, Office of Enforcement
NRR
W. G. Hairston, III, Senior.Vice President
Alabama' Power Company'

James H. Miller, III
Nicholas S. Reynolds
Counsel for Alabama Power Company (
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Docket Nos. 50-348 W A'" '
1

'50-364

Enforcement Action '88-113

| Mr. James Lieberman. ;

Director
Office of Enforcement- i

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commissieri
Washington, D. C. 20555- ''

o
' Attention: Document Control Desk ~

-!
Subject: ' Farley Nuclear' Plant. Units 1 Land 2, EA 88-113,

Request' for an Enforcement Hearing

Dear Mr. Lieberman:

'This letter transmits Alabama Power Company'sLRequest for anL
Enforcement Hearing. -It is the' position of Alabama Power Company that'
the uncontradicted evidence in~ this matter is that the
Core Cooling System (ECCs) subsystem charging pumps on Train ~A; EmergencyUnits l and-2 were
operable for use in the recirculation mode and,'accordingly, that the Train
A ECCS subsystem was operable.- Alabama Power Company has previously.
provided the Staff with the basis for this position. The~NRC Staff has'

disagreed, but has not provided us-with any objectiva engineering; evidencethat refutes it.

Moreover,'it is Alabama Power Company's position that mana
: action in response to the accumulation of hydrogen was proper, gement's .reasonable
and within the requirements of the Technical Specifications 2and Final

;

Safety. Analysis Report for its J. M.' Farley Nuclear Plant.: Alabama Power
company considers that it would be wrong to admit to'a violation of. ani

~

operability requirement when, in its best' judgment, the pumps would.have-performed their intended function'.
.

Alabama Power Company is always willing to discuss the' matter further.
in any appropriate forum should you. desire to do so.-

. Respectfully submitted,

H,). / . dM d
W. G..Hairston,'III.

WGH:emb/NEL-89-0168

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Alabama Power Company )
)

Enforcement Action 88-113 -) 'Dscket No.' 50-348/50-364 i
,

;

i

RECUEST FOR-AN~ ENFORCEMENT HEARING-
|

Comes now Alabama-. Power company-(hereinafter referred.to as
i"APCo") , . pursuant to 10 C. F. R. - f - 2. 2 05, and requests a hearing on
{

the. issues raised'by the Order Imposing a' Civil' Monetary kenalty:
1dated March 23, 1989. Those issues are:
- .{

1) Whether on February 26,'1988, the Train A ECCS Subsystem

Charging Pumps on Unit 1.and Unit.2 were inoperable for use in thel i
. {

recirculation mode, and ~ accordingly, whether the Train A - ECCS l
.3

Subsystem was rendered inoperable.
*

, 2) If so, whether the Order imposing a Severity. Level' III
,

violation and. escalated civil penalty of S75,000 is justified under
the circumstances of this case.

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, APCo requests that the Nuclear
.{

Regulatory Commission issue an Order designating the time and place
i

of such hearing, appointing ' a Presiding Administrative Law Judge :

and otherwise conforming to the Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedures. i

;

,
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'Jptnes H. Miller, -III
-

LCH~& BINGHAM'
P.O. Box 306;
Birmingham',n AL'35201 ]-(205)J251-8100. t

'g.. . . . a
} V y Q f 3 , & & f); ./

,

MNicholas S.'Reynolds (f'.'

BISHOP, COOK,..PURCELL, '
~& REYNOLDS? ,

1400:L Street, N.W. '

38th Floora . c . , ,.
, Washington, D.C. 20005~ .

.

'(202) 371-5700 i "

.-

JAttorneys.for.. '

>

Alabama-PowerLCompany
I

|

:- CERTIFICATE'OF SERVICE,

I hereby certify that a copy of..the above:and foregoing has. 1:
i

L- been served |upon all those listed below'at>theLaddresses'shown vial
Federal Express on'this the 1st dayjof June,71989.

Director, Office of Enforcement LMr.'G.F. Maxwelll '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission' '. Resident} Inspector. .
!ATTN: Document Control Desk- ; Nuclear Regulatory Commission, .jWashington, D.C. 20555 Joseph M. Farley~ Nuclear 1 Plant

:

HighwayL95 South..Assistant General Counsel Columbia',i AL . 3 6319 - .|

for Enforcement!

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr. Samuel'.'Chilk, Secretary11555 Rockville Pike :

- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |Rockville, Maryland 20852 11555 RockvilleiPike~ '4
'Rockville', MarylandT20852. 'Mr. ' James Lieberman, Director

Office of Enforcement Mr. Edward A. Reeves?
.

, '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory' Commission Senior. Project; Manager.'11555.Rockville Pike U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:.Rockville,.. Maryland 20852 11555 Rockville Pike '

3Rockville, Maryland 20852-Mr. S.D. Ebneter "

Regional' Administrator, Region 2
U.S; Nuclear:. Regulatory Commission -!
101 Marietta' Street, N.W. .
Atlanta, GA 30323 ,

'
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UNITED STATES! \,( [ ^; NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ,

. , %#* / 1 !
WASHievCTON, D. C,20555

|| |

\
' '
..... MAR 281389

1

Docket hos. 50-348 and 50-364
License Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8
EA 88-113

Alabama Power Company
ATTH: Mr. W. G. Hairston, III

Senior Vice President-Nuclear
Operations

Post Office Box 2641 3

Birmirigham, Alabama 35291-0400 )
{

Gentlemen: }

1
SUBJECT:

ORDER IMPOSING A CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY (FARLEY)

This refers to your letter dated October 3,1988, in response to the Notice of
Violation ano Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) sent to you by ourletter dated August 3, 1988.

Our letter and Notice described a violation
j

identified during an Operational Performance Assessment Inspection (OPA) j
conducted February 22 - March 11,1988. To emphasize the need to assure that

-

appropriate investigations into observed, system conditions are conducted, a
civil penalty of One Hundred Thousano Dollars ($100,000) was proposed.

' In your response, you took exception to the violation as stated in the Notice
ano stated your belief that you were in compliance with Technical Specification

,

3.5.2. Furthermore, you stated that if the NRC concluded that the violation
occurred, the alleged violation had minimal safety significance and shouldmerit no rore than a Severity Level IV violation. You also stated that, since
prorapt corrective action was taken, mitigation of the civil penalty is appro-priate.

Your response to the Notice of Violation was primarily directed to the
application of generic pump performance data and many assumptions of expected
conditions to determine the operability of the centrifugal charging pumps inthe recirculation mode. The NRC staff emphasizes that, while generic d6ta and
assumptions are relevant, there are too many uncertainties in their application
to this case to determine the operability of the charging pumps without actual
empirical data on the as-built configuration of the Farley plants being incor- <

porated in the results to reduce these uncertainties. Also, these analyses were
dos.e after the fact to justify that the pumps would not f ail; but our principal
concern was that the problem was not corrected years ago when first identifieo.
Additionally, we do not accept your position that the requirements of Technical
Specification surveillance requirement 4.5.2.1 appiy only during the injectionphase and not during the recirculation phase. The surveillance requirement of
4.5.2.1 is applicable for any valve lineup configuration the system may be
placed in unless the requirement is asended based on an approved analysis that!
demonstrates the acceptability of reduced flow in a particular mode.

Your letter also expressed concerns that the hRC's August 4,1988, press
release did not present a fair characterization of the facts and issues involved

-99dMMMF --
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Alabama Power Company -2-

with the violation, conveyed major safety consequences, and identifiec problemsin Farley management controls. The NRC press release accurately reflected our
conclusions as expressed in the August 3,1988, enforcement letter to AlabamaPower Company. Our evaluation of your disagreement with those conclusions is
presented in the Appendix to the enclosed Order.

After consideration of your response, we 'have concluded for the reasons given
in the Appendix attached to the enclosed Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty,
that-the violation occurreo as stated in the Notice and was appropriatelycategorized. However, we aid find that the proposed civil penalty should be
mitigated by 50% of the base penalty in recognition of your previous good
perfomance in the area of plant operations. Accordingly, we hereby serve the
enclosed Oroer on Alabama Power Company imposing)a civil monetary penalty in theamount of Seventy-five Thousano Dollars ($75,000 . We will review the effective-ness of your corrective actions during a subsequent inspection.. I

i
In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure '

j

will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

/
%M

a s'M. Tayle Deputy Executive Director
for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional
Operations and Research

Enclosure:
Order w/ Appendix

cc w/ encl:
3. M. Guthrie, Executive Vice President
D. N. Morey, General Manager -

Nuclear Plant
J. D. Woodard, Vice President -

Nuclear Generation
J. W. McGowan, Manager-Safety Audit 1

and Engineering Review i
S. Fulmer., Supervisor-Safety i

Audit and Engineering Review )
State of Alabama I

!|

!
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-348 and 50-364Farley Units I and 2 )
License Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8Dothan, Alabama ) EA 88-113

ORDER IMPOSING' CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY.

I

Alabama Power Company, Birmingham, Alabama (licensee) is the' holder of Operating
License Nos. NPF-2 and-NPF-8 (licenses) issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Comis-

sion (Comission or NRC) on June 25, 1977, and March 31, 1981, respectively.

The licenses authorize the licensee to operate the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant

Units I and 2 at Dothan Alabama, in accordance with the conditions specified'
therein.

I I, .

IIRC inspection of the licensee's activities under the licenses was conducted on
'

February 22, 1988 - March 11, 1988. The results of this inspection indicated

that the licensee had not conducted its. activities in full compliance with NRC
requirements.

A written Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of- Civil

Penalty (Notice) was served upon the licensee by letter ' dated August 3,1988.

The Notice stated the nature of the violation, the provision of the NRC's

requirements that the license had violated, and the amount of the civil penalty
proposed for the violation.

The licensee responded to the Notice by letter
dated October 3,1988.

In its response, the licensee denied that the violation

occurred as stated and contended that the NRC staff had not provided an adequate
basis to justify the Notice.

The licensee also requested reduction of the

severity level of the violation and asitigation of the civil penalty.

4 3 b ^
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After consideration of the licensee's response and the statements of fact,

explanations, and argument for full mitigation of the civil' penalty contained

therein, the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear: Reactor Regulation, Regional

Operations and Research has determined, as set forth'in the Appendix to this >

Order, that.the violation occurred as stated and that the penalty proposed for-
<

the violation should be mitigated by 50% of the base penalty in recognition

of the licensee's previous good performance in the area of plant operations..
1

Itv '

i,

In view of the foregoing and pursuant to Section 234'of the Atomic Energy Act |

of 1954, as amended, (Act) 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205, IT IS HEREBY !

l
ORDERED THAT: I

1

-|

The licensee pay a civil penalty in the amount of Seventy Five Thousand 1j
Dollars ($75,000) within 30 days of the date of this Order, by check,

draft, or money order, payable to the Treasurer of the United States and !

mailed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
|

Comission, ATTH: Document Control Desk, Washington, D. C. 20555.

V i

,

The licensee may request a hearing within 30 days of the date of this Order. A

request for a bearing shall be clearly markec' as a " Request for an Enforcement-

Hearing" and shall be addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement,.
--

;
- .
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:

.U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTil:
Document Control Desk, Washington,

D.C. 20555, with copies to the Assistant General Counsel for Enforcement, U.S.

iluclear Regulatory Commission, Washington. D.C. 20555 Regional Administrator,.

Region II. -101 Marietta Street, N.W., Atlanta,' Georgia. 30323, and a ' copy to the'

NRC Resident Inspector, Joseph M.:Farley Nuclear Plant.

If a hearing is requested, the Commission will issue' an Order designating the

time and place of the hea~ ring.. If the licensee fails to request a hearing

within 30 days of the date of this Orcer, the provisions of this Order shall be

effective without further proceedings.- If payment has not been made by that

time, the natter may be referred to the Attorney General for collection.

In the event the licensee requests a hearing as provided above, the issues to

be considered at such hearing shall tue whether the licensee was in violation of

the Commission's requirements as set forth in the Notice of Violation and
-

Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty, and whether, on the basis of the violation,
this Order should be sustained.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMPISSION

z#I
\ [)[rI

a "s M. Taylo Deputy Executive Director
for fluclear Reactor Regulation, Regional

, Operations, and Researr.h -

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
thiscFday of March 1989 1

j

!
:

i
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APPENDIX-

EVALUATION AND CONCtOSION

On August 3, 1988, a Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of' Civil
Penalty (Notice) was issued for a violation identified during an Operational- ;

kPerformance Assessment (OPA) Inspection conducted February 22 - March 11,1988.-
Alabama Power Company (APC or licensee) responded to the Notice on October 3,
1968. In its response. .the. licensee denied the. violation as stated in the
Notice. The licensee asserted that although there was hydrogen gas trapped in

;

the A train. charging pump suction line from the RHR pump to the charging pump,
its associated flow path was operable in the recirculation mode. Additionally 1

i

the licensee asserted that if. the staff concluded that the violation occurreo..;
it should merit no more than a Severity Level.IY violation. The licensee also
stated that since prompt corrective action was taken, mitigation of-the basecivil pentity is appropriate.

Restatement of the Violation

Technical Specification 3.5.2 requires that two independent emergency core
couling system (ECCS) subsystems.shall be OPERABLE in Modes 1, 2,-and 3,'with i

each subsystem compriseo of, in part, one OPERABLE centrifugal charging pump ''

ano an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the refueling water
storage tank on a safety injection signal and transferring suction to the
containment sump curing the recirculation phase of operation. OPERABLE is
defined by Technical Specification 1.18,as, in part, " capable of performing its-specified functions."

The functions of the charging pumps as high head safety injection-(HHSI) prmps .
are delineated in the Final Safety Analysis Report ~(FSAR). FSAR-Chapter 6
Emergency Core Cooling Systems, Section 6.3.2.2.7, System Operation, paragr,aph B,|

.

Recirculation Pode, states, "[a] portion of each one of the RHR pump's '
!discharge flow would be used to provide suction to two o

which would also deliver directly to the RCS cold legs,"perating charging pumps !.and,"|,this]modeof
operation' assures flow in the event the depressurization proceeds more slowly
so that the reactor coolant system pressure ts still in excess of.the shutoff
head of the residual heat removal pumps at the onset ofJrecirculation."

-

Contrary to the above, the licensee operated the reactors in Modes 1, 2, and 3 -
und failed to maintain two independent ECCS subsystems OPERABLE as defined in
Technical Specification 3.S.2 and FSAR Section 6.3.2.2.7 because the_ "A" train ~ i

ECCS subsystems on Units I and 2 were rendered inoperable for'use in the.
recirculation mode due to the presence of substantial amounts of hydrogen gas- !
in the crossover piping from'the RHR pumps to the centrifugal charging pump

>

; suctions. Specifically, on February 26, 1988 approximately 56-cubic-feet of
hydrogen gas was discovered in the crossover p,iping of Unit 1, and on
February 29, ISEB, approximately 40 cubic feet of hydrcgen gas was discovered

!

in the crossover piping.of Unit 2.

Summary of Licensee's Response of Violation
|,

- A. The licensee denied the alleged violation occurred. APC contended that it i

has determined through engineering evaluation and consultation that such
a condition would not cause catastrophic failure of the pump.

..

________._.._m_.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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Appencix 2 )

The licensee stated that the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), for
purposes of Technical Specification 3/4.5.2, was operdble. The licensee-
relied on a statement made in a Westinghouse evaluation enclosed with the
licensee response, that surveillance requirement 4.5.2.1 requires HHS1
Single Pump Flow greater than or equal to 193 gpm (each injection line),
it was L' westinghouse's position that this flow rste. appit=0 only tc flow
requirements during the injection phase and does not address flow require-ments during recirculation. The licensee claimed that a recent evaluation
has shown that the 56 cubic feet of trapped gas discovered in the Unit 1
Train A suction line and the 40 cubic feet in Unit 2 Train.A suction line }
woulo. not have caused the destruction of the pump in' either unit prior to I
the gas being completely pumped out of the system. In addition, pump tests. i
on similar pumps at Palo Verde and a fossil plant confirmed that this' type
of pump cari operate uncer.siscilar concitions for at'least several minutes

The licensee's evaluation concluceo that, althoughwitnout purup camage.
the pump may. stall, the system will reflood the pump suction'in a relatively j
short perioc of time, estimated to be less than 13 seconds.

-

Even assuming that the charging' pump f ailed to celiver its full capacity 1

flow, the licensee's analysis of reactor coolant system conottions at the
titre of switchover to recirculation concluded that full capacity flow as I

dictated by the initial injection was unnecessary during the subsequent |recirculation phase.
i
>

The Westinghouse evaluation states that, "Given the systems evaluation
Lt.c absumiing the pump continues to* operate, Westinghouse has Cercluceo
that the hydrogen gas is not capable of cegradtng HMSI tlow for a lor.g
enouch time to result in r. ore uncover.
HHSI flow would be available." Therefore, more than adequate

{
B. The licensee also stated that the alleged deficiency does not warrant !

escalated enforcement because it lacks requisite safety significance.
Its Emergency Event Procedures and operator training would have guiced ]
uperators to assure adequate core cooling with or without HHSI pumps. ;

Switchever to the recirculation mode is performed kell tuto 11.e accicent
after cecay heat has lessened; therefore, time is not a crttictl factor

iand procecural guidance specifies manual operator actions,.
|

The licensee's operating pro ~cedures are based on and consistent with NRC-
approved Westinghouse Owner's Grcup guicelines, ano are provided with
specific instructions for cooldchn cept essortzution of 1,he RCS both with
and without HHSI pumps. ;

i

C.
The licensee argueo that it had neither actual ner constructive knowledge '

1

of hydrogen accumulation in tne Residual Heat Removal (Rhk) line. The i

licensee summarized the incidents since 1979 to the present in which gas
accumulating,ut the charging ' pumps was' identified and provided arguments
to support the position that it acted responsibly in addressing the ,

ivarious problems with hydrogen accumulation. Additionally, the licensee
istated that in September 1980, the NRC reviewed a wealth of documents !

esscciated with the charging pump issues and did not identify hydrogenaccumulation as a potential issue. Finally, the licensee claimed that the
|
!

)

..
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| =

NRC staff's'use of the term " stripping" in the_ Notice.is basec on hindsight,
41though it is currently believed to be the primary source of the accumu .
lating hydrogen. The licensee went on' to state that it is hypothesized
that:some hydrogen could be desorbed at localized sites and becomu

~

entrained in the fluid.- As the entrained hydrogen flows through the.
charging pump supply piping,'it collects. at the system high points, such-
as the 2B charging pump suction piping or the Train A RHR to charging

.

pump suction piping, or is pumped through the chargin
forced into solution by the large. pressure increase.'g pump where it is

APC asserted it did not know,'nor does. it now know, the source of|the
hydrogen accumulating in the.28. charging pump suction piping. :The licensee":
only conclusion was that once it is there,- buoyancy _ will cause it to
accumulate.in the high point of the 2B charging pump suction. _ It wasinot- .)

i
until af ter gas was discovered in the Train A RHR line that speculation
developed that localized' pressure effects'at various locations in the
suction system could cause some hydrogen to_ desorb, thereby sug
that accumulations would not be unique to the 2B charging pump.gesting

i

NRC Evaluation

The evaluation performed by the. licensee was based upon consultation'with-pump'
experts, inferences from performance of pumps (not.the Farley HHSILpumps) with

o

gases present in their suction lines, and a qualitative assessment of system
q

performance.
The licensee concluded that' the pumps would be capable _ of running

although intermittent stalling or oscillatory pump behavior would result. While
the pumps may perform as the licensee clained, there have also been-instances-
where gas binding has rendered pumps inoperable-(Reference:.IE Information'. Notice.
83-77, " Air Gas Entrainsent Events Resulting in System Failures" dated November 11983.). Additionally, the licensee's. claim of system behavior.was very qualitati

-

assumed acequate pump lubrication would be maintained anc postulated gas behavior
within the piping and pump which was not adequately substantiated. ~ Actual pump.
behavior under the described conditions is highly dependent on the specific pump
and system and therefore must be considered on' a case-by-case basis. As stated i

earlier the system may have responded as the licensee postulated. however, that ~
has not been conclusively demonstrated as discussed above. ,

Therefore, given the-
licensee's inconclusive and untimely (after-the-fact) operability: determination
of pump operation in a condition clearly outside the approved licensing basis,
the NRC concludes that-the system operability was not- assured and lacking such ,

.)assurance the system was appropriately _ described'as' inoperable. '

The licensee also inoicated that the surveillance requirement 4.5.2.1 which
requires HHSI single pump flow of greater than or equal to 193.gpm (each' ,

linjection line) does not apply during recirculation. While it can be argued
that reduced flow rates are acceptable during the; recirculation phase'

J

, it is
required that the surveillance flow rate requirements be met for all system
lineups unless the provision is amended to specifically. allow a reduced' flowrete. '

The licensee went on to assert that the alle i

escalated enforcement action because the as ged violation did not warrant ifouno condition lacked the requisite i
safety significance given the availability of trained operators anc emergency 'procedures. Reliance on procedures and operator. training _ as~a basis for

.

reducing the. safety significance of a loss of ~ , safety system or sub-system
i

a
,

|
'

., :
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is inappropriate. Such contingencies for responding to off-normal events are,

useo to mitigate the consequences of events in which required equipment is- ;

iunavailable. However, they are not a. substitute for assuring required equipmentis operable during normal operations. Maintaining the operability of required
safety systems or sub-systems and following technical specification action-

-

requirements form the minimum level of. plant readiness required by technical
~

specifications. JThe failure to have a portion of the ECCS system available, )as defined by technical specifications, for the recirculation mode. is a isignificant regulatory concern.

\With regard to the licensee's arguments concerning the MRC staff's use of the -|word " stripping" and the NRC staff's supposed use of hindsight, the NRC staff
finds that the itcensee has apparently misconstrued the NRC staff's concernrelating to this violation.

In this case an enforcement action was' proposed -
because the licensee did not adequately pursue indications of a hydrogen
accumulation problem in safety-related piping and not because the' licensee
failed to recognize the specific mechanism that caused the hydrogen accumulations.

In addressing the issue of whether APC should have associated the problem of
hydrogen accumulation in the charging pump suction piping with the potential
accumulation of hydrogen in other piping locations, the chronology has beenreviewed. The November 1979, Operating Change Request, the June 1981 Production
Change Request, the APC anc vendor letters of August 7,1981, April 15 and 28, )
1982, June 11 and 28,1982, and the March 19871A charging pump experience all ;

idtntifiec hydrogen accuniulacion or proposed solutions. Specific conditions
were postulated, specific solutions were proposed and continuing gas accumulation :
problees were experienced without adopting-corrective actions based upon an

|

engineering analysis.
this condition. Apparently, a management decision was made to " live with"-

any of several chronological decision points could have identified the fullAs discussed in the Notice, a thorough engineering analysis 'at
extent of the hydrogen accumulation problems.

-

Sunrr.ary of Licensee Request for Mitication

APC concludeo that because the hydrogen ' accumulation phenomenon was discovered,-
of the civil penalty is warranted. reported, and prompt &nd extensive corrective action was taken,' full mitigation

The licensee argued that escalation of the
civil penalty because of the failure to act on available information concerning -
the cccurrence of gas generation and its potential accumulation in the crossover ,

lpiping is inappropriate, because APC neither knew nor should have known of the
accumulation of hydrogen in the Train A RHR loop. iIn support of that argument

{the licensee provided a detaileo enalysis of the various incidents related to
hydrogen accumulation as well as information provided by thel originator of ~ the :

iinitial problem report. That information was provided to show that the author
|
'

oid not envision hydrogen accumulation as a widespread problem. ,

The licensee argued that mittgation of the civil penalty is warranted based on !the following.

i
Prompt Identification and Reporting - Once the existence of the accumula-a.

|

tion of gas was originally recognized on March 1,1988, the ResidentInspector was promptly alerted. APC also notified the industry of its
finding, and significant research into the effects was perforeen andprovided in a detailed LER.

|
.-

,
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b. Prompt and Extensive Corrective Actions - Upon discovery on March 1, 19EB,
APC promptly instituted corrective actions that remedied the problem,

-

implementing a periodic venting program on-both units to minimize the
c,i;r.ntity of hyorogen. allowed to accumulate.

NRC Evaluation

APC documentation first. recorded the potential for gas' accumulation in the HHSI-
system in Operating Change Request (OCR) 2-3154 dated' November 6,1979. . Contrary
to the licensee's assertion, that document does, by a reasonable reading.. raise.
r,testions 4 bout: the poter.t16 L for hydrogen accumulation in other areastincludingthe crossover piping. It-is the NRC staff's position that theiltactit. tion--

provided by the author of the OCR for the licensee's response to the Notice is
not extremely relevant to the issue under consideration given that when the OCR:
was originateo that indiviouel was merely, identifying a conditico, speculating
on the cause and suggesting a possible remecy. It was the licensee's responsi-bility to fully-evaluate the
on the crossover piping.regardocumentea condition including the possible-effectdless of whethat that was the duthor's primary- 3

concern.

The licensee asserted that an adequate evaluation.of the problem was' accomplished i

and that all credible indications pointed only to a problem with hyorogen accumu-
lation on the suction of the 2B charging pump. The licensee supported that
position, in part, by pointing out that an NRC ir.spection of the' charging sy. .i

stem
curing the time period in question 'did not raise' any question about hydrogen

i

accumulation. The NRC staff concludes that all the facts- do not support the~- ')licensee's conclusion. . First, the licensee's rejection of the OCR's " potential
problem . . . during safety injection" statement was apparently never specifically;supported.

Additionally, the change proposed by Westinghouse to preclude gas
accumulation on Unit 2 proposed some type Of Venting arrangement for all the'

charging pumps rather than just the 2B charging pump suggesting that the problem
may not have been just a problem with one pump as the licensee had concluded.
It should be noted that the decision not to incorporate the proposed moc1fication
was essentially a management cecision.without a thorough engineering ' analysis orplant safety consiittee review. Further, in 1987 when the gas accumulation- i

;

occurred at the suctior of the 1A chdrgir.g' pump, the' plant staff should have' lmore thoroughly investigated that occurrence given the history of such problems.

i
(s. Lh1t 2 eno use ar.pany's conclusion that gas accumulation was restricted tothe 28 cherging pump.
problem also shoulo have been subject to adoitional evaluation.The NRC staff concluces that the explanetton of. the Unit 1 |

,

By concluding i|

that a failed regulator caused the problem the licensee was in effect concluding '
that a pressure drop within the r.craial' oper,ating pi=>>ure range of the VCT would 1|

i cause a significant hydrogen accumulation which though possible, does not appearlikely.
Finally, the NRC staff acknowledges that an inspection of the charging

t i
'

system was accomplished but it was narrowly focused on the charging pump sheit-
,,

I

failures ar.c should not have reasonably led the licensee'to have concludec' ti.ht
the NRC considered and accepted the licensee's position on hydrogen accumulation j

i

In summary, the NRC staff conclocu th t ths lianser hud a ressor,abit. opportunit: f
in 1979 to discover the fuii exter.t of the hydrogen accumulation problem.
Furthr, once the problem was discovered by the. licensee on Unit 1 on February 6, !
1988 the licensee did not check Unit 2 (the unit that in the licensee's judgment .
was pottbtially susceptible to hydrogen problems) for the same condition until

!
<

\-. ~
._ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ m. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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February 29, 1988.
discover and report the problem, no mitigation for prompt ident1fication andTherefore, despite the fact that the licensee did ultimately

t

reporting is warranted. Additionally, given the other opportunities the licensee
had to discover and correct the. problem, any mitigation that may have been i

appropriate for the corrective actions taken by the licensee was more than-
offset by the duration of the violation and the licensee's failure to assess
the overall significance of the various indications of hydrogen accumulationthat were available. This resulted in escalation of the base penalty by 100%to $100,000.

The NRC has reassessed the other escalation and mitigation factors
and determined that the proposed civil penalty should be mitigated by 50% of
the base penalty in recognition of the licensee's overall good performance in-
the area of plant operations resulting in a penalty of $75,000.
NRC Conclusion

The NRC staff maintains that the "A" train ECCS subsystems on Units 1 and 2.
were rendered inoperable for use in the recirculation mode due to the presence
of substantial amounts of hydrogen gas in the crossover piping from the RHR

The loss of a safety system or subsystem by definition is a significant
pumps.
regulatory concern.

The staff hiso concludes-that a more thorough engineering
evaluation of the specific recommendations presented as well as further examina-
tion of the continuing gas problem at the charging pumps' suctions would have i

!

effect upon safety-related equipment. revealed the full extent of the hydrogen accumulation problem and the potential
For the above reasons the NRC staff

concludes that the violation occurred as stated and was prope,rly categorized.
After reconsidering-the escalation and mitigation factors, the NRC staff is
mitigating the penalty by 50% of the base penalty for good perfomance in thearea of plant operations.
$75,000 should be imposed, Consequently, a civil penalty in the amount of

i

a

!
i
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Docket Nos. 50-348, 50-364
iLicense Nos. NPF-2 and NPF-8 '

EA 88-113

Alabama Power Company
ATTN: Mr. W. G. Hairston, III

Senior Vice President-Nuclear
Operations

P. O. Eox 2641
Birmingham, AL 35291-0400

iGentlemen:
i
)SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY
{(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. . 50-348/88-05 AND 50-364/88-05) j

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Operational Performance
Assessment (OPA) conducted by S. D. Stadler and team on February 22 - March 11,
1988 at the Farley Nuclear Plant. As a result of the inspection, certain of |

,

your activities appeared to be in violation of NRC requirements. Inspection
Report Nos. 50-348/88-05 and 50-364/88-05 was sent to you by letter dated May 18, j1988. On May 25, 1988, an Enforcement Conference was held with you and imembers of your staff in the Reginn II Office.

{
lThe violation in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of

Civil Penalty (Notice) involves the failure to determine system operability of
j
|

thehighheadsafetyinjection(HHSI)systemuponevidenceofdesiondeficiencies,{
equipment failures, and adverse test results in the HHSI system. Alabama Power -1

Company (APC) performed an inadequate engineering analysis of system operability i
based en indications of hydrogen gas coming out of solution from reactor coolant
in the HHSI system. The inadequate. analysis of system operability resulted in
the accumulation of substantial amounts of hydrogen gas in the crossover piping (fron the RHR pumps to the charging punip suctions which would have rendered the |
"A" train HHSI subsystem on both Unit I and Unit 2 inoperable in the recircula-
tion mode. This condition existed for an unknown period of time. Failure to ;

assure operability of the "A" train violated the single failure criteria of the !
!

design basis. The gas intrusion was discovered by APC while taking a sample of !

water in the crossover piping for boron ana!ysis.

Although APC documentation first recorded the potential for gas accumulation in
the HHSI crossover piping in Operating Change Request 2-3514 dated November 6,
1979, the NRC staff is concerned because minimal action was taken to analyze
these deficiencies prior to initial startup of Unit 2. Subsequent indications
of hydrogen gas formation, as documented in Unit 2 Production Change Request
2-8I-2064, dated June 10, 1981 and attendent APC and vendor letters dated
August 7,1981, April 15,1982, April 28,1982, June 11,1982, and June 28,
1982, were also inadequately pursued and resolved. These letters confirm that ,

|

.-
;
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Alabama Power Company -2-

the vendor recommended that plant modifications be installed to continuously'

vent the Unit 2 charging pump suctions and crossover piping; and, that Unit I
was also experiencing gas formation problems. In addition, en March 2,1987,
the 1A charging pump failed to operate satisfactorily twice due to gas binding
as documented in plant Incident Report 1-87-88. The recommended corrective
actions in all of these documents, which included further detailed analysis
and plant modifications f.or both Unit I and 2, were apparently never implemented.

Of particular concern is the fact that no detailed engineering analysis was
performed to evaluate why hydrogen was being stripped from the coolant in the
HHSI system. Additionally, there were no tests performed to determine how much
gas was being generated or the location of the gas. The potential for water
hamer due to entrapped gas was apparently not considered. Discussions with
APC during the NRC staff's review of these events indicated that pertinent
information..was not being communicated between the plant operations department

-

and the corporate engineering staff. The NRC staff's review indicates that the
involvement of the engineering staff in reviewing plant problems and concurring
in the disposition of engineering proposals has not been adequate. In addition,
it did not appear that management was effective in assuring timely resolution of
the problem in that the Unit 2 Plant Change Request that was generated remained
open for six and one half years and was finally cancelled on January 25, 1988,
without the recommended analyses being performed. These problems in the manage-
ment controls resulted in the operation of the plants, in a degraded condition,
for an extended period of time.

To emphasize the importance of performing adequate analyses of system operability
when indications of design deficiencies are present, I have been authorized,
after consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy
Executive Director for Regional Operations, to issue the enclosed Notice of
Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in the amount of One Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($100,000) for the violation described in the enclosed Notice.
In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1988) (Enforcement Policy),
the violation described in the enclosed Notice has been categorized as a SeverityLevel III violation. The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level IIIviolation is $50,000. The escalation and mitigation factors in the ~nforcementPolicy have been considered. The base civil penalty amount has been increased
100% because of the failure of APC management to act on available information
concerning the occurrence of gas generation and its potential for accumulation
in the crossover piping. The failure to act on the information is considered
to be a significant breakdown in the management controls of APC's corrective
action program not only because of the initial failure to act on the information,
but also because of the duration the condition existed during which other
opportunities occurred that should have led APC to recognize and correct the
problem.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your response,
you should document the specific actions taken and any additional actions youplan to prevent recurrence. In preparing your response, you should address
whether deficiencies in the design deficiency review prneess or the production
change request process currently exist or have existed in the past which could

.-
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have resulted. in inadequate evaluation of design problems. After reviewing
your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions, and
the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory
requirements.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and..its enclosure.
will be placed in the NRC Public Docurient Room.

The responses' directed by this letter and.the enclosed Notice are not subject
to.the clearance procedures of the Office.of Management and Budget as. required

'by the Paperwork Reduction Act.of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

J. Nelson Grace
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ encl:
B. M. Guthrie Executive Vice President
D. N. Morey, General Manager -

- iFarley Nuclear Plant-

J. D. Woodard, Vice President - j

!Nuclear Support
J. W. Gowan, Manager - Safety Audit (

and Engineering Peview 1

S. Fulmer, Supervisor - Safety Audit . j
!and Engineering Review
{.

'|

.
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' NOTICE OF VIOLATION ~

AND
PROPOSED. IMPOSITION OF. CIVIL PENALTY. ,

L Alabama Power Company ' Docket:Nosi 50-348; 50-364 '
Farley 1 and 2. ' License Nos. NPF-2, NPF-8:

:EA 88-113;
'

-

During the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). inspection conducted [on.
February.22-26 and March 7-11,;1988, a violation of NRC -requirements was
identified. In accordance with the " General StatementLof Policy ~and Procedure
for NRC Enforcement Actions,": 10 'CFR. Part 2 Appendix C; (1988) . the" Nuclear
Regulatory Comission proposes to impose' a; civil penalty pursuant to Section -
23d of. the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and
10 CFR 2.205.- The particular violation and associated ciiril penalty'is set .
forth below:-

Technical Specification 3.S.2 requires' that two independent emergency;
core cooling system (ECCS) subsystems shall be- 0PERABLE in Modes 1, 2~ , and.
3. with each subsystem comprised of, in part, one OPERABLELeentrifugal

,

charging pump and an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from .
the refueling-water storage tank 'on a safety injection. signal and trans-
ferring suction to tne containment sump during the recirculation phase of:
operation. OPERABLE is defined by:TechnicalLSpecification~1.18 as. in
part, " capable of performing its specified functions."-

The functions of the charging pumps as high head safety injection (HHSI)
pumps are delineated in the Final . Safety AnalysisLReport; (FSAR). FSAR:Chapter .6, Emergency Core Cooling Systems, Section 6.3.2.2.7,' System
Operation, paragraph B, Recirculation Mode, states. "[a]. portion of each onel ,
of the RHR pump's discharge flow would be used to provide-suction to two .'

operating charging] pumps which would-also deliver-directly to the RCS coldlegs,"and,"[this mode of operation assures flow in the event the
depressurization proceeds more. slowly-so that the reactor coolant system
pressure is still in excess of the shutoff head of.the. residual. heat..
removal pumps at the onset of recirculation." o

)
e

Contrary to the above, the licensee operated theLreactors:in Mode 1. 2, and
3 and failed to maintain two independent ECCS subsystems OPERABLE.as definec 4

.

in Technical: Specification 3.5.2 and FSAR.Section 6.3.2.2.7 because:the
"A" train ECCS subsystem on each Unit was rendered inoperable for use in ]..

jthe recirculation mode _due to the -presence'of substantial amounts of.
i

hydrogen gas in the crossover piping from the.RHR pumps to the centrifugal Icharging pump suctions. Specifically,
fifty-six cubic feet of hydrogen gas wa.on February 26, 1988, approximatelys discovered in the crossover piping
of Unit l' and on February 29, 1988 approximately forty cubic feet of hydrogeno)
gas was. discovered in the crossover piping of Unit 2.

i

This is a Severity. Level III violation (Supplement -I).. '

Civil Penalty - 5100,000 '

;

Pursuant to. the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Alabama Power Company (licensee) is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation-to the Director,

:)

i
. . . 1
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Notice of Violation -2-
i

Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of
the date of this Notice. This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a

,Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission d
or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if
admitted, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved,{
(4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violatiors, and '

(5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is
not received within the time specified in this Notice, an order may be
issued to show cause why the license should not be modified, suspended or ;

!
revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Considera i
tion may be given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under

;

the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be i

submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter to the Director, Office

;

of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draft, or
]money order payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of
;

the civil penalty proposed above, or the cumulative amount of the civil penalties |
if nore than one civil penalty is proposed, or may pretest imposition of the
civil penalty in whole or in part by a written answer addressed to the Director,
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the licensee
fail to answer within the tine specified, an orde' imposing the civil penalty ,

|will be issued. Should the licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with j
10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer
should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: !

,

(1) deny the violation (s) listed in this Notice in whole or in part,
(2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or
(4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to
nrotesting the civil penalty, such answer may request remission or mitigationcf the penalty.

j

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the five factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1988), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
pane and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty. ,

t

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined
in accerdance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may
be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised, ,

, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c
| of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response to the Director, Office of Enforcement, noted above (Reply to a
Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty, and Answer to a
Notics of Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of Enforcement,

,

*e
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington.
DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Region II, and, a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector, Farley
Nuclear Plant.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0fiMISSION

J. Nelson Grace
i

|
Regional Administrator

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
This day of July 1988

.

I
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